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FAX TRANSMISSION
TO:

Mr. Cornel Marculescu
Executive Director FINA bureau
Fax: 41-21/3126610
Mr. Orban Mendoza
ASUA President
Fax: 787/754-5939
Mr. Eldon Godfrey
ASUA Secretary Treasurer
Mr. Coaracy Nunes Filho
CBDA President
Fax: 55-21/22842039

FROM:

APMN - São Paulo Brazil
FAX # 55-11-50417204

DATE:

18 th September 2005

RE:

All Américas 8º LatyCar –São Paulo –Brasil

Number of pages including this: 2
________________________________________________________________
Dear Mr. Marculescu,
We would like to clarify misunderstandings about our ALL AMERICAS - LatyCar, to be
celebrated in Sao Paulo city and Guarujá, next month between the 10th and 15th.
The organization, direction and administration, including all finances of this ALL AMERICAS
belongs to our non profit Masters Association: APMN (the official Masters organizing
association for the entire State of Sao Paulo).
APMN is incorporated into, and consequently, legally recognized by FAP (Federação Aquatica
Paulista, a CBDA federation).
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ABMN (Asosiação Brasileira Master de Natação) our only CBDA acredited national Masters
ruling body, also recognizes APMN.
Both the above issued sanctions to LatyCar ALL AMERICAS in 2003 when APMN bid for the
8th LATyCAR. Those sanctions are in effect presently and can be viewed on the LatyCar site.
It is important to point out that both ABMN and FAP have been directly involved in the general
direction and organization of the event since winning the bid in 2003.
In order to successfully carry out this international endeavor, our ALL AMERICAS 8º LatyCar
also has the financial assistance of the Ministry of Sports of the state of Sao Paulo.
The Ministry of Sao Paulo, the city itself, and the city of Guarujá island, all consider this a tourist
and sports event and thus expect beneficial results for the region, and country, from the more
than one thousand participants plus their friends and families.
It will be unfortunate for the Sao Paulo government to be made aware that due to a
misinformation sent internationally from a foreign sports body, that their interests will be placed in
jeopardy, especially when all sanctions and requirements have been fullfilled.
As a consideration to mention It to you, we want to inform FINA once again that the LatyCar
organization (also a non-for-profit association) has no direct involvement in the Administration of
finances or management of the championship and has only provided Masters expertise and the
good-will it has gained since 1990. LatyCar is well respected in the Americas.
Our ALL AMERICAS 8º LatyCar has been and is presently in compliance with our national
requirements for the aquatic events.
We will appreciate your expedient correction of the recent misinformations communicated to all
federations of the Americas by the president of ASUA/UANA, Mr. Orban Mendoza and thus
alleviate concerns by all federations, associations, clubs and ultimately Masters athletes who
should be your first and foremost concern at this specific moment.
Cordially,

Dra. Aroma Martorell Mallarino
Vice-president Associação Paulista MÁSTER de Natação
President of All Americas LatyCar Organizing Committee
e-mail copy:
Mr. Dale Neuberger – FINA Bureau - USA
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